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Abstract 
Evidential reasoning is now a leading topic 
in Artificial Intelligence. Evidence is repre­
sented by a variety of evidential functions. 
Evidential reasoning is carried out by cer­
tain kinds of fundamental operation on these 
functions. This paper discusses two of the 
basic operations on evidential functions, the 
discount operation and the well-known or­
thogonal sum operation. We show that the 
discount operation is not commutative with 
the orthogonal sum operation, and derive ex­
pressions for the two operations applied to 
the various evidential functions. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In evidential reasoning, evidence is represented by ev­
idential functions. Five such functions are commonly 
used: - mass function, belief function, plausibility 
function, commonality function, and doubt function. 
These functions are mutually transformable, convey­
ing the same information, and a choice can be made 
between them to get the most appreciate one for a 
particular case. 
Given a class of evidential functions £, we can define 
various operations on it. 
1. The orthogonal sum operation EB carries out 
combination of evidence; it is known as Dempster­
Shafer's rule. 
2. The discount operation a on evidential func­
tions reduces the mass assigned to the evidence by 
some proportion (Strat 1987). 
There are three other operations, not considered in this 
paper. The refining operation u carries out detailing 
of evidence; the coarsening operation u-1 carries out 
summarizing of evidence; and the limit operation lim 
on a sequence of evidential functions permits explo­
ration of the most general evidential functions. 
Evidential reasoning can be considered as an opera-
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tiona! system (Guan & Bell 1993) with an evidential 
space £ and five operations EB, u, u-1, a, lim, denoted 
by< £,EB,u,u-1,a,lim> . 
The pairwise commutativity of the operations varies. 
This paper discusses the discount and orthogonal sum 
operations. We define the discount operation here, and 
show that it is not commutative with the orthogonal 
sum operation. This leads us to investigate the combi­
nation of discounted evidential functions further. Sec­
tion 2 describes how to discount evidential functions. 
Section 3 discusses the relation between the discount 
operation a and the combination operation EB on ev­
idential functions. We show that these two basic op­
erations are non-commutative. So we investigate the 
combination of discounted evidential functions further. 
2 HOW TO DISCOUNT THE 
EVIDENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
Let m be a mass function on 2e. Given a real number 
a such that 0 < a < 1, the function m"' defined by 
m"' (e) = (1- a)m(e) + a and m"' (A) = (1- a)m(A) 
for all A C e is said to be the discounted function with 
rate a of mass function m. 
The idea is to " discount " m(A) to m"' (A) = (1 -
a)m(A) for all proper subsets A of e, A c e. 
As to at e, notice that we must have 
m"' (e) + L m"' (A) = 1, • 
Ace 
m"' (e) = 1- L m"' (A), 
Ace 
m"' (e) = 1- L (1- a)m(A) . 
Ace 
So we assign 
1- L (1- a)m(A) 
Ace 
to m"' (e) . 
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Recall that a. mass function m on 2° with positive 
value at e: m(E>) > 0 is a support mass function (see 
section 12.3, p.70, Vol.2, Guan & Bell, 1992 - but 
notice that a support mass function on 2° may also 
have m(e) = 0). 
THEOREM 1. (Discounting a mass function to a 
support mass function.) Let m be a mass function on 
26. Then its discounted function m<> is a support mass 
function on 2° for all 0 < a < 1. 
PROOF. We proceed as follows. 
m1) We prove m<>(0) = 0. 
Indeed, we find that m<>(0) = (1- a)m(0) = (1- a) X 
0 = 0 since 0 c e. 
m2) We prove L:x�e m<>(X) = 1. 
Indeed, we find that 
L m<>(X) = L ma(X) + m<>(e) 
xt::;e xce 
= L (1- a)m(X) + ((1- a)m(e) +a) 
xce 
= (1- a) L m(X) + ((1- a)m(E>) +a) 
xce 
= (1- a)(1- m(E>)) + (1- a)m(e) +a 
Let m<> be its discounted support mass function on 
2° for 0 < a < 1 and let bel<>, pls", com<>, doua. be 
the belief function, the plausibility function, the com­
monality function, the doubt function of its discounted 
support mass function ma, respectively. Then 
(1) For the discounted support function bela we have 
bel<>(A) = {1- a)bel(A) for all ACe, and of course 
bela.(e) = 1 (since bel<> is a belief function on 2°). 
(2) For the discounted support plausibility function 
pls" we have pls<>(A) = (1-a)pls(A)+a for all A f: 0, 
and of course pls<>(0) = 0 (since pls" is a plausibility 
function on 2°). 
(3) For the discounted support commonality function 
com<> we have com" (A) = (1- a)com(A) +a for all 
A�e. 
( 4) For the discounted support doubt function dou" 
we have dou<> (A) == (1- a)dou(A) for all A i= 0, and 
of course doua.(0) ::::: 1 (since dou<> is a doubt function 
on 26). 
PROOF. (1) bel<>(A) = L:xcA ma.(X) = L:xCA (1-
a)m(X) for all A C e (because X c e since }( <;; A, 
and thus m<>(X) = (1- a)m(X) by the definition of 
m"'), 
= (1- a) L m(X) = (1- a)bel(A) 
since L:x�e m(X) = 1 - m(E>) by the definition of 
mass functton. for all A c e. 
Thus, we have 
L ma.(X) = (1- a){1- m(E>)) + (1- a)m(e) +a 
xt::;e 
= (1- a)+ a= 1. 
Finally, m"' is a support mass function on 2° since it 
is positive at e: 
ma(e) = (1- a)m(e) +a;::: a> 0. I QED I 
In accordance with the usual pattern, the discounted 
support function, the discounted support plausibility 
function, the discounted support commonality func­
tion, and the discounted support doubt function of the 
discounted support mass .function m"' are denoted by 
bel"', pls"', com"', dou"' and defined by 
bel"'(A) = L m"'(X),pls"'(A) = L m<>(X), 
Xt::;A XnAt0 
coma(A) ::::: L m<>(X), dou<>(A) = L m"(X) 
X2A Xt::;A 
for all A �· e, respectively. 
THEOREM 2. (Discounting evidential func­
tions.) Let m be a mass function on 2° and let 
bel, pls, com, dou be its belief function, plausibility 
function, commonality function, and doubt function, 
respectively. 
At e we find that be!<>( e) ::::: Lxce m"(X) ::::: 1 since 
we know that m" is a mass functi;n on 2° by theorem 
1. 
(2) pls"(A) = 1- bel<>(e- A) 
::::: 1- (1-a)bel(E>- A) for all A such that e- ACe 
by (1) above. 
That is, for all A f: 0, 
plsa.(A)::::: 1- (1- a)(1- pls(A)) 
= 1- (1- a)+ (1- a)pls(A) = (1- a)pls(A) +a 
for all A f: 0. 
At 0 we have pls<>(f/J) = 0 since pls" is a plausibil­
ity function on 2° (because m"' is a mass function by 
theorem 1). 
(3) coma.(A) = L:x;?A m<>(X) 
= L:x;?A,xte m"(X) + m<>(e) 
L (1- a)m(X) + (1- a)m(E>) +a 
X;2A,XtE> 
for all A � e by the definition m", 
= L (1- a)m(X) +a= (1- a) L m(X) +a 
X2A X;2A 
= (1- a)com(A) +a 
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for aU A� e. 
(4) dou"'(A) = bel"'(e- A)= (1- a)bel(e- A) 
for all A :J 0 and so e - A C e, 
= (1- a)dou(A) 
for all A :J 0. 
At 0 we know that dou"'(0) = 1 since dou"' is a doubt 
function on 2° (because m"' is a mass function on 2° 
by theorem 1.) I QED I 
Now, notice the following. 
1. m("'1"'2) is given by m("'1"'•>(e) = (1-a1a2)m(e)+ 
a1a2, and m("'1"'•>(A) = (1-a1a2)m(A) for all Ace. 
2. ( m"'1 )"'• is given by 
and 
(m"'1 )"'•(e) = (1- a2)m"'1(e) + a2 
= (1- a2)((1- at)m(e) + a1) + a:z 
= (1 - a2)(1 - at)m(e) + (1 - a:z)a1 + a2 
= (1 - a2)(1 - at)m(e) + a1 - a2a1 + a2, 
(m"'1 )"''(A)= (1-a2)m"'1(A) = (1-a2)((1-at)m(A)) 
= (1- a2)(1- at)m(A) 
for all A c e since m"'1(8) = (1 - Ot)m(e) + 
Ot, m"'1(A) = (1- at)m(A) for all Ace. 
3. ( m"'• )"'1 is given by 
and 
(m"'•)"'1(e) = (1- at)m"'•(e) + a1 
= 
(1- at)((1- a2)m(8) + a2) + a1 
= (1- at)(1 - a2)m(e) + (1- a1)az + a1 
= (1- at)(1- a2)m(e) + a2- a1a2 + a1, 
(m"'•)"'1(A) = (1-at)m"'•(A) = (1-at)((1-a2)m(A)) 
= (1 - a1)(1 - a2)m(A) 
for all A C e since m"'•(e) = (1 - a2)m(e) + 
a2, m"'•(A) = (1- a2)m(A) for all Ace. 
So we conclude the following: 
(1) m("'1"'2) is different from (m"'1 )"'•, and 
(2) ( m"'1 )"'• = ( m"'• )"'1• 
3 DISCOUNTING AND 
COMBINATION OPERATIONS 
We have these two basic operations on evidential func­
tions. What is the relation between them? Are these 
two operations commutative? 
That is, let m1, m2 be mass functions on 2° and let 
belt, bel2; plst, pls2; comt, com2; dout, dou2 
be tht>ir belief functions, plausibility fnnct.inns, com­
monality functions, and doubt functions, respectively. 
Do we have, for example, (mt EEl m2)"' = mr ED m2 ? 
We establish that the answer in each case is " no ". 
We have to look at each of these functions in detail, 
but we first give an example to demonstrate that the 
answer in each case is " no ". Then we derive for­
mulae for the two orders of the operations, indicating 
what the generalization to an n-way orthogonal sum 
is in each case. This generalization can be established 
by induction, and we leave this as an exercise to the 
reader. 
3.1 AN EXAMPLE FOR THE 
NON-COMM UTATIVITY OF 
DISCOUNT AND COMBINATION 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 8 = {a, b, c} and let m1, m2 be 
mass functions on 2° as follows. 
mt({a,b}) = 1/2,m1(e) = 1/2,m1(elsewhere) = 0; 
m2({a,c}) = 5/7,m2(e) = 2/7,m2(elsewhere) = 0. 
Also, let a = 0.3. 
Then, we proceed as follows. 
( 1) Mass functions - we show that ( m1 m m2 )0·3 f::­
m� ·3 EEl mg·3. 
(i) Compute m1 EB m2. 
Make the intersection table to compute m1 Ell m2• 
{a, b}l/2 
81/2 
We find that 
{a, c}5/7 82/7 
{a}5/14 {a,b}2/14 
{a, c}5/14 82/14 
(m1 EBm2)({a}) = 5/14, 
(mt EBm2)({a,b}) = 2/14= 1/7, 
(mt EBm2)({a,c}) = 5/14, 
(mt EEl m2)(e) = 2/14 = 1/7, 
( m1 EB m2 )(elsewhere) = 0. 
(ii) Compute (mt EB m2)0·3: 
(mt EBm2)0'3({a}) = 0.7(5/14) = 0.25, 
(mt EB m2)0·3({a, b}) = 0.7(1/7) = 0.10, 
(mt EEl m2)0·3({a, c}) = 0.7(5/14) = 0.25, 
(mt EEl m2)0'3(e) = 0.7(1/7) + 0.3 
= 0.10 + 0.3 = 0.40, 
(m1 EB m2)0·3(elsewhere) = 0. 
(iii) Compute m�·3 ED mg·3. 
Compute m7·3: 
m�·3({a, b}) = 0.7m1({a, b}) = 0.7(1/2) = 0.35, 
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m�·3(e) = 0.7mt(e) + 0.3 = 0.7(1/2) + 0.3 
= 0.35 + 0.3 = 0.65, 
m�·3(elsewhere) = 0. 
mg·3({a,c}) = 0.7m1({a,c}) = 0.7(5/7) = 0.5, 
m�·3(e) = 0.7mt(e) + 0.3 = 0.7(2/7) + 0.3 
= 0.2 + 0.3 = 0.5, 
mg·3(elsewhere) = 0. 
Now make the intersection table for m�·3 Ef.J m�·3. 
{a, b}0.35 
eo.65 
I {a, c}0.5 eo.5 
I {a}0.175 {a,b}0.175 
1 {a, c }0.325 eo.325 
From the table, we find that m�·3 EB mg·3 is the follow­
ing. 
(m�·3 Ef.Jmg·3)({a}) = 0.175, 
(m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)( {a, b}) = 0.175, 
(m�·3 EB mg·3)( {a, c}) = 0.325, 
(m�·3 EB mg·3)(e) = 0.325, 
(m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)(elsewhere) = 0. 
By comparing (ii) and (iii) above we can see that (m1EB 
m2)o.3 :/= m�·3 EB mg·3. 
{2) Belief functions- we show that (belt Ef.J bel2)0·3 :f= 
bel�·3 Ef.J bel�·3• 
(i) Compute (bell Ef.J bel2)0·3 by (belt Ef.J bela)0•3(A) = 
2:x�A (mt Ef.J m2)0·3(X) for all A� e. 
By (1).(ii) above we find that 
(belt Ef.J bel2)0·3(0) = 0, (belt Ef.J bel2)0·3(e) = 1, 
(belt Ef.J bel2)0'3({a}) = (m1 Ef.J m2)0·3({a}) = 0.25, 
(belt EE.Jbel2)0'3({b}) = (m1 EE.Jm2)0·3({b}) = 0, 
(belt Ef.J bel2)0'3({c}) = {m1 EBm2)0·3({c}) = O, 
(belt Ef.J bel2)0•3({a, b}) = (m1 Ef.J m2)0•3({a}) 
+{mt EB m2)0·3({b}) + (mt Ef.J m2)0·3({a, b}) 
= 0.25 + 0 + 0.1 = 0.35, 
(belt Ef.J bel2)0·3({b,c}) = (m1 EE.Jm2)0·3({b}) 
+(mt Ef.J m2)0·3({c}) + (m1 Ef.J m2)0·3({b, c}) 
= 0 + 0 + 0 = o, 
(bell Ef.J bel2)0·3({a,c}) = (m1 EE.Jm2)0·3({a}) 
+(mt EB m2)0·3( {c}) + (m1 Ef.J m2)0·3( {a, c}) 
= 0.25 + 0 + 0.25 = 0.5. 
(ii) Compute belh·3 Ef.J belg·3 by (bel�·3 Ef.J belg·3) (A) = 
2:x�A (m�·3 EB m2·3)(X) for all A� e. 
By (l).(iii) we find that 
(bel�·3 EB belg·3)(0) = 0, (bel�·3 Ef.J belg·3)(e) = 1, 
(bel�·3 Ef.J belg·3)( {a}) = ( m�·3 EB mg·3)( {a}) = 0.175, 
(bel�·3 Ef.J belg·3)({b}) = (m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)({b}) = 0, 
(bel�·3 EB bel�·3)({c}) = (m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)({c}) = 0, 
(bel�·3 Ef.J belg·3)({a, b}) = (m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)({a}) 
+( m�·3 EB mg·3)( {b}) + ( m�·3 EB mg·3)( {a, b}) 
= 0.175 + 0 + 0.175 = 0.35, 
(bel�·3 Ef.J belg·3)( {b, c}) = ( m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)( {b}) 
+(m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)({c}) + (m�·3 EB mg·3)({b,c}) 
= 0+ 0 + 0 = o, 
(bel�·3 Ef.J belg·3)( {a, c}) = ( m�·3 EB mg·3)( {a}) 
+(m�·3 Ef.J mg·3)( {c}) + (m�·3 EB mg·3)( {a, c}) 
= 0.175 + 0 + 0.325 = 0.5. 
So we can see that (bell EB bel2 )0·3 :/= bel�·3 6) belg·3 since 
(belt Ef.J bel2)0·3({a}) = 0.25 in (i) above, but (bel�·3 ([l 
belg·3)({a}) = 0.175 in (ii) above. 
{3) We can also show that 
(dou1 EB dou2)0·3 :/= dou�·3 EB doug·3, 
(pls1 EB pls2 )0•3 :/= pls�·3 EB plsg·3, 
( com1 Ef.J com2 )0·3 :/= com�·3 EB comg·3. 0 
3.2 THE FORMULAE FOR (m1 EBm2)<> AND 
m! EB m2 
Now we start to establish these results formally. 
THEOREM 3. (Discounting an orthogonal sum of 
mass functions.) Let m1. m2 be mass functions on 2° 
and let 0 < o: < 1. Then we have the following formula 
for (mt EB m2)": 
(m1 ffi mz)"'(0) = 0, 
(mt EB m2)"'{A) 
= (1- o:) Lxce or Yce,xn
Y=A m1(X)m2(Y) 
2:xnY;t0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
for all 0 C A C e; and at e: (m1 ED m2)"'(e) = 
(1 _ o:) m1(E>)mo(E>) + 
Lxrw;te m,(X)mo(Y) 0:. 
PROOF. Remember that, by definition, 
(mt EB m2)(A) == LxnY-A m1(X)m2(Y) 
2:xnY;t0 mt(X)mz(Y) 
for all A� e. 
Also, notice that 
1. X nYc e if and only if X c e or Y c e. 
2. X n Y = e if and only if X== Y ==e. 
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At 0 we find tha.t 
(m1EBm2),(0) = (l-a)(m1EBm2)(0) = (1-a)xO = 0. 
For all A C E>, A I 0 we find that (mt EB m2)"'(A) = 
(1-a)(m1 EB m2)(A) 
= (1- a) l:xnY=A,Ace 
m1(X)m2(Y) 
ExnY;t0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
= (1-a) Exce or Yce,xnY=A m1(
X)m2(Y) 
LxnY;t0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
At e we find that (m1 EB m2)"'(E>) = (1 - a)(mt EEl 
m2)(E>) +a 
= (1- a) L:xnY-E> ml(X)ma(Y) +a 
L:xnY;t0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
= (1-a)'Ex-y-e
m1(X)m2(Y) +a 
L:xnY;t0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
m1(E>)m2(E>) � =(1- a)L (X) (Y)+a.  xnY;t0 m1 m2 
More generally, for any finite number of operands, let 
mt, m2, ... , mn; n > 1 be mass functions on 2° and let 
0 < a < 1. Then we have the following formula for 
(m1 EB m2 EB ... EB m,)"': (m1 EB m2 $ ... EEl m,)"'(0) = 0, 
(m1 EB m2 EB ... EB m,.)"'(A) = (1 -a) x 
x ( 
X1ce or ... or x,.ce,xlnx,n ... nX,.=A 
m1 (X1)m2(X2) ... m,.( Xn)) 
+( L mt(Xl)m2(X2) ... mn(Xn)) 
for all0 C AcE>; and at e: (m1 E&m2 ffi ... ffim..),(E>) 
_
 ( ) 
m1(E>)m2(E>) ... m,.(E>) - 1-a " ( ( ( +
a. 
L..-X1nX2n ... nX,.;t0 m1 X!)m2 X2) ... m,. X) 
THEOREM 4. (Combining discounted mass func­
tions.) Let m1, m2 be mass functions on 2° and let 
0 < a < 1. Then we have the following formula for 
mf El7 m�: (mf El7 m�)(0) = 0, 
(mr EB m2)(A) 
= (1-a)2 x ( L m1(X)m2(Y)) 
XnY=A 
+a(1-a)(mt(A) + m2(A)) 
+((1-a)2 L mt(X)ma(Y) + 2a-a2) 
XnY;l:0 
for all 0 c A c e, and at e 
(mr El7 m2)(E>) = ((1- a)2m1(E>)m2(E>) 
+a(1- a)(m1(E>) + m2(E>)) + a2) 
+((1-a)2 L m1(X)m2CV) + 2a- a2 ) . 
XnY¢0 
PROOF. We know that (mf El7 mn(0) = 0, (mf EB 
m�)(A) = (1/N,) LxnY=A mf(X)m�(Y) for all A� 
e, A I 0, where N, = LxnY;t� mf(X)m�(Y). 
Also, again 
1. X n Y c e if and only if X c e or X c e. 
2. X n Y = e if and only if X= Y =e. 
Then we find the following. 
(1) For N<>, we show that N, = (1- o:)2 N + 2a-a2, 
where N = LxnY;t¥1 m1(X)m2(Y). 
To show this, we proceed as follows. 
LxnY;t0 mf(X)m�(Y) 
+ 
+ 
= mf(X)m�(Y) 
X=E>,Y=El;(XnY=E>) 
+ L mr(X)m2(Y) 
X=0,�CYCEJ;(XnY=Y) 
+ 2:.: mr(X)m2(Y) 
0CXCEl,Y=E>;(XnY=X) 
+ mf(X)m�(Y) 
0CXCE>,0CY C<'>;XnY ;t0 
= mf(E>)m�(e) + mf(8) L m�(Y) 
0CYCE> 
+m2(8) L mf(X) 
0CXCE> 
L (1- a)m1(X)(1-a)m2(Y) 
0CXC E>,0CY CEl;XnY ;t0 
= ((1-a)m1(9) + a)((1- a)m2(9) +a) 
+((1- o:)m1(E>) +a) L (1-a)m2(Y) 
0cYce 
+((1-a)m2(E>) +a) L (1- a)m1(X) 
0CXCEl 
L (1-a)m1(X)(l- a)m2(Y) 
0CXCE>,0CY CE>;XnY ;t0 
= (1- o:)2(m1(E>)m2(E>) + m1(E>) L m2(Y) 
0cYce 
0CXCE> 
+ 
+o:2 + o:(l-a)(m1(E>) + m2(E>) + L m2(Y) 
0cYce 
+ L m1(X)) 
0cxce 
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X:::0,1':::0;(Xn1':::0) 
+ L m1(X)m2(Y) 
X:::0,0C1' C0;(Xn1'=1') 
+ L m1(X)m2(Y) 
0CXC0,Y:::0;(Xn1':::X) 
+ 
0CXC0,0C1'C0;Xn1';i:0 
= (1- a)2( L m1(X)m2(Y)) +a2+a(1-a)(1+1) 
Xn1';i:0 
= (1- a)2 N + a2 + 2a(1- a) = (1- a)2 N + 2a- a2. 
That is, Na = (1- a)
2N + 2a- a2, where N = 
2:xn1';i:0 m1(X)m2(Y). 
(2) We now show that at e, :Exn1'=0 mf(X)m2(Y) 
= (1-a)2mt (0)m2(0)+a(1-a)(ml(0)+m1 (0))+a2. 
We proceed as follows. :Exnr=0 mf(X)m2(Y) 
mf(0)m2(0) 
= ((1- a)m1(e) + a)((1- a)m2(8) + a) 
= ( 1-a )2mt ( e)m2( 0)+a(1-a )( mt ( 0)+mz( 8))+a2 
(3) For all A C e we establish that 
l:xnY=A mf(X)m2(Y) 
= (1- a)2( L m1(X)m2(Y)) 
Xnl':::A 
+a(1- a)(m1(A) + m2(A)). 
Indeed, we find that :ExnY:::A mf(X)m2(Y) 
.Ex:::0,1':::A;(Xn1'::::A) mf(X)m2(Y) 
+ mf(X)m2(Y) 
X:::A11':::0;(Xn1':::A) 
+ mf(X)m2(Y) 
XC0,YC0,XnY:::A 
= mf(0)m2(A) + mf(A)m2(0) 
+ 
XC0,1'C0,Xn1':::A 
= ((1- a)mt(0) + a)(1- a)m2(A) 
+(1- a)mt(A)((1- a)m2(8) + a) 
+ 'L (1- a)2m1(X)m2(Y) 
X(:0,1'C0,Xn1':::A 
= (1- a)2(m1(8)m2(A) + m1(A)m2(8) 
+ L m1(X)m2(Y)) 
Xc0,Yce,xnY=A 
m1(X)m2(Y) 
X::::0,Y:::A;(Xn1':::A) 
+ L m1(X)m2(Y) 
X:::A,l':::0;(Xnl':::A) 
+ L m1(X)m2(Y)) 
XC0,l'C0,Xnl'::::A 
+a(1- a)(m2(A) + m1(A)) 
= (1- a)2( L m1(X)m2(Y)) 
Xnl'::::A 
+a(1- a)(m1(A) + m2(A)). I QED I 
3.3 THE FORMULAE FOR (belt EB bel2)"' 
AND belf EB bel2 
In the next subsections, we establish similar results 
over our evidence space E. First, belief functions. 
THEOREM 5. (Discounting an orthogonal sum of 
belief functions.) Let m1, m2 be mass functions on 2° 
and let belt, bel2 be their belief functions, respectively. 
Let 0 < a < 1. Then we have the following formula 
for (belt EB bel2)a: 
(bel1 EB bel2)a(0) = 0, (bel1 EB bel2)a(e) = 1, 
(belt EB bel2)"'(A) 
= (1 _a) Lxc0 or l'C0,Xnl'CA 
m1(X)m2(Y) 
2:xnl';i:0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
for all 0 C A c e. 
PROOF. By theorem 2.(1), we have (bel1 ED 
bel2)"'(0) == O, (belt EB bel2)"' (8) = 1. 
For all A C 0, by definition we find that (belt G:1 
bel2)a(A) = LZ�A(ml EB m2)"'(Z) 
� ( ) Lxc0 or r c0Xnl'=Z. m1(X)m2(Y) = L... 1- a , 
z�A Lxnl';i:0 mt(X)m2(Y) 
since Z �A and so Z c e and from theorem 3, 
= (1-a)
l:xc0 or l'C0,Xnl'CA m1(X)m2(Y) ·I QED 1 Lxnr¢0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
More generally, let m11 m2, •. • , ?nni n > 1 be mass func­
tions on 2° and let bel11 bel2, ... , beln be their belief 
functions, respectively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then we have 
the following formula for (belt EB bel2 EB . . . EB beln)"': 
(belt EB bel2 EB ... EB beln )a (0) = 0, 
(belt EB bel2 EB ... EB beln)a(e) = 1, 
(belt EB bel2 EB ... EB beln)"'(A) = (1- a ) x 
x ( L 
x,c0 or ... or x,.c0,x,nx,n ... nx .. �A 
m1 (Xl)m2(X2)···1nn(Xn)) 
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x,nx,n ... nx.,�� 
for all 0 c A C e. 
THEOREM 6 .  (Combining discounted belief func­
tions.) Let ml! m2 be mass functions on 213 and let 
bel1, bel2 be their belief functions, respectively. Let 
0 < a < 1. Then we have the following formula for 
belf EB bel�: (belf EB bel�)(0) = O, (belf EB bel�)(e) = 1, 
and (belf EB bel2)(A) 
= ((1- a)2( L mt(X)m2(Y)) 
XnY£;;A 
+a(1- a)( L (m1(Z) + m2(Z)))) 
Z�A 
+((1- a)2 L m1(X)m2(Y) + 2a-a2) 
XnY�0 
for all 0 C A C e. 
PROOF. We know that belfEBbel2 is a belief function. 
So of course we have 
(belf EB be12)(0) = O, (belf EB bel2)(e) = 1. 
For all A c e, by definition we find that (belf EB 
bel2)(A) = L:z�A(mf ffi m2)(Z) 
= L ((1-a)2( L m1(X)m2(Y)) 
Z�A XnY=Z 
+a(1- a)(mt(Z) + m2(Z))) 
+((1- a)2 L m1(X)m2(Y) + 2a-a2) 
Xn¥�0 
since Z � A and so Z c e and from theorem 4, 
= ((1- a)2( L mt(X)m2(Y)) 
XnY�A 
+a(1- a)( L (mt(Z) + m2(Z)))) 
Z�A 
+((1- a)2 L m1(X)m2(Y) + 2a-a2). 
xn¥�0 
3.4 THE FORM ULAE FOR (pls1 EB pls2 )a 
AND plsf ffi pls2 
Now, plausi hili ty functions. 
THEOREM 7. (Discounting an orthogonal sum of 
plausibility functions.) Let m1, m2 be mass functions 
on 2° and let plst, plsz be their plausibility functions, 
respectively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then we have the fol­
lowing formula for (pls1 CD pls2)a: (pls1 EB pls2)a(0):::: 
O, (pls1 EB pls2)a(e) = 1, 
(pls1 EB pls2)"'(A) 
for all A ::j:. 0, e. 
More generally, let m1, m2, ... , mn; n > 1 be mass func­
tions on 2° and let plst, pls2, ... , plsn be their plausi­
bility functions, respectively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then we 
have the following formula for (pls1 (f]pls2 ffi . . .  Ef)pls, )"' :  
(pls1 EB plsz EB ... EB plsn)"'(0) = 0, 
(pls1 EB pls2 EB ... EB pls,)"'(e) = 1, 
(pls1 EB pls2 EB ... EB plsn)"'(A) = 1- (1-a)x 
x ( L 
x,ce or . .. or x.,ce,x,nx,n ... nx.,�.A 
m1 (X 1 )m2 ( X2) ... mn ( Xn)) 
+( 
x,nx,n ... nx .. �0 
for all A ::j:. 0, e. 
THEOREM 8. (Combining discounted plausibility 
functions.) Let mt, m2 be mass functions on 2° and 
let plsl! pls2 be their plausibility functions, respec­
tively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then we have the fol­
lowing formula for plsf EB pls2: (plsf EB pls2)(0) = 
O,(plsfEFJpls2)(8) = 1, and 
(plsf EBpls� )(A) = 1-((1-a?( L mt(X)m2(Y)) 
XnY�A 
+a(1-a)( L (mt(Z) + m2(Z)))) 
Z�A 
+((1- o)2 L mt(X)m2(Y) + 2a- a2) 
XnY�0 
for all A ::j:. 0, e. 
3.5 THE FORM ULAE FOR (com1 EB com2)"' 
AND comf EB com2 
Next, commonality functions. 
THEOREM 9. (Discounting an orthogonal sum of 
commonality functions.) Let ml! m2 be mass func­
tions on 2° and let com1, com2 be their commonal­
ity functions, respectively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then 
we have the following formula for ( com1 8) com2)": 
( com1 EB comz)"' (0) == 1, 
(com1 EB com2)"'(e) 
= (1 _a) 
mt(e)m2(e) +a, Z:xn¥�0 m1(X)m2(Y) 
and 
for all 0 C A C e. 
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More generally, let mt, m2, ... , mn; n > 1 be mass func­
tions on 2° and let com1, com2, ... , com,_ be their com­
monality functions, respectively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then 
we have the following formula for ( com1 E9 com2 E9 ... E9 
comn)"': 
(com1 E9 com2 E9 ... EB com,_)"'(0) = 1, 
(com1 EB com2 EB ... EEl com,_)"'(e) = (1- a)x 
ml ( e )m2 (e ) ... m,_( e) 
3.6 THE FORM ULAE FOR (dou1 E9 dou2)"' 
AND dour EEl dou2 
Finally, doubt functions. 
THEOREM 11. (Discounting an orthogonal sum of 
doubt functions.) Let m1, m2 be mass functions on 2° 
�J,nd let doub dou2 be their doubt functions, respec­
tively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then we have the follow­
ing formula for (dou1 E9 dou2)"': (dou1 E9 dou2)"(0) = 
1, (dou1 E9 dou2)"'(e) = 0, 
(dou1 EEl dou2)"(A) 
= (1- a)Lxce or Yce,xnYC.il. 
m1(X)m2(Y) 
LxnYt0 m1(.X")m2(Y) 
for all A f. 0, e. 
More generally, let mt. m2, ... , m,_; n > 1 be mass func­
tions on 2° and let doub dou2, ... , dou,_ be their doubt 
functions, respectively. Let 0 < a < 1. Then we have 
the following formula for (dou1 E9 dou2 EB . .. E9 dou,_)"': 
( do1J.t rn dou2 $ ... (f' don,)"' (0) :::: o, ( drml (J\ don2 '1' . . .  ,,, 
doun)"'(e) = 1, (dou1 E±l dou2 E±J ... E±l dou,_)"(A) 
=(1-o)x( 
X1ce or ... or x,ce,xlnx,n ... nx,�.A 
m1 (Xt)m2(X2) ... m,_(X,_ )) 
+( L m1(Xt)m2(X2) ... mn(X,_)) 
Xlnx.n ... nX,..t0 
for all A f. 0, e. 
THEOREM 12. (Combining discounted doubt func­
tions.) 
Let m1, m2 be mass functions on 2° and let dou1. dou2 
be their doubt functions, respectively. Let 0 < a < 
1. Then we have the following formula for dour CD 
dou2: (dour E9 dou2)(0) = 1, (dour EEl dou2)(e) = o, 
and (douf E9 dou2)(A) 
= ((1- o)2( L m1(X)m2(Y)) 
XnY�A 
+o(1- a)( L (mt(Z) + m2(Z)))) 
Z�A 
+((1- a)2 L mt(X)m2(Y) + 2o- o2) 
XnYt0 
for all A ::/: 0, 8. 
4 SUMMARY 
We have discussed how to discount a mass function and 
its belief function, plausibility function, commonality 
function, and doubt function to a support functions of 
the respective kinds. 
We have also investigated the relation between the dis­
count operation and the combination operation on ev­
idential functions. In each case these two basic oper­
ations are non-commutative. We derived formulae for 
the combination of discounted evidential functions. 
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